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PLOS ONE, vol. 6, issue 8, 2013: http://bit.ly/2v9Hqts

Countries with higher [annual academic] productivity in basic sciences such as physics 
… had the highest economic growth in the following five years compared to [those] 
with a higher relative productivity in applied sciences such as medicine and pharmacy 

http://bit.ly/2v9Hqts


‘Productivity in Physical and Chemical Science Predicts the Future Economic Growth of Developing Countries Better than Other Popular Indices ’, 
PLOS ONE, vol. 6, issue 8, 2013: http://bit.ly/2v9Hqts

National wealth v Productivity in the neurosciences

http://bit.ly/2v9Hqts


‘Productivity in Physical and Chemical Science Predicts the Future Economic Growth of Developing Countries Better than Other Popular Indices ’, 
PLOS ONE, vol. 6, issue 8, 2013: http://bit.ly/2v9Hqts

National wealth v Productivity in the agricultural sciences

http://bit.ly/2v9Hqts


‘Productivity in Physical and Chemical Science Predicts the Future Economic Growth of Developing Countries Better than Other Popular Indices ’, 
PLOS ONE, vol. 6, issue 8, 2013: http://bit.ly/2v9Hqts

National wealth v Productivity in physics

http://bit.ly/2v9Hqts


‘Productivity in Physical and Chemical Science Predicts the Future Economic Growth of Developing Countries Better than Other Popular Indices ’, 
PLOS ONE, vol. 6, issue 8, 2013: http://bit.ly/2v9Hqts

National wealth v Productivity in medicine

http://bit.ly/2v9Hqts


Empirically too, it is more the 
publications and productivity in academia 

than industrial and commercial sales 
that determine the economic growth 

of a country and its citizens
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Closed v open access systems
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University-led open access systems

III
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funds



The Colorado Association of Libraries suspended publication 
of its print quarterly journal when the 
editorial staff proposed an 
online, open access format 
because of

1. Significantly lower costs 

2. A green platform 

3. Instant availability of content 

4. Wider user access 

5. Greater visibility of the journal and the association



Pre-publication peer review is 
often much less effective than 
post-publication peer review



Open access growth in academia

1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2013 2017

9,447

7,0216,848

5,042

3,482

2,579
1,964

1,531
1,185

888718589497449

1990–2013 data based on Open Journal System use, 
courtesy of SPARC’s University-based open access 
publishing by Victoria Tsoukala (March 2015).

Data as of July 2017 based on records maintained by the 
Directory of Open Access Journals across 123 countries.

21x

Largest OA journal and second 
largest journal in the world.



12%
Only about

of all academic journals were 
open access around early 2014

Christian Fuchs, Marisol Sandoval, The Diamond Model of Open Access Publishing, TripleC, vol. 11, issue 2, 2013.



India’s position in 
OA publishing
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Dissemination of knowledge is 
one of the core purposes  
of an academic institution 

Why do this at all?



Several universities and colleges 
around the world have adopted 

an open access mandate



Boosted by the EU’s

Horizon 2020
plan for research and innovation

One of the world’s biggest research and innovation programmes 
with nearly €80 billion of funding available up to 2020. 

Making academic resources available free of charge (open access) 
is a core strategy to improve knowledge circulation, and thus 
innovation, and is an important part of Horizon 2020.#H
20

20



648
Universities and 

research institutes
According to the Registry of Open Access Repositories, accessed on 4 July 2017.



From the Open Access Map database 
(openaccessmap.org)

http://openaccessmap.org


Most universities in India have no open access policy 

Includes universities and colleges; excludes agencies such as the DST and the CSIR. 
Data from the Registry of Open Access Repositories (goo.gl/KEbPMu) accessed 4 July 2017.

https://goo.gl/KEbPMu


Most universities in India have no open access policy 

Almost no college in the country has one either 

Includes universities and colleges; excludes agencies such as the DST and the CSIR. 
Data from the Registry of Open Access Repositories (goo.gl/KEbPMu) accessed 4 July 2017.

https://goo.gl/KEbPMu


Joachim Shöpfel (University of Lille), Open access to scientific information in emerging countries, D-Lib magazine, vol. 23, no. 3/4, 2017.
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Joachim Shöpfel (University of Lille), Open access to scientific information in emerging countries, D-Lib magazine, vol. 23, no. 3/4, 2017.

Available for open access

97104

396

189

1,038

Total citable publications

15,570

4,01,945
1,13,144

55,500

57,0330.35%
of all citable publications 
in India are open access 
(including journals and repositories)



Ministry of Finance, Department of Economic Affairs, Govt of India, 2012–13 (obtained on 11 June 2017)

100,102
Academic institutions whose faculty can potentially publish content



U.S. Department of Education, National Centre for Education Statistics, 2016, and Digest of Education Statistics, 2015

9,448
Academic institutions whose faculty can potentially publish content



100,102

9,448

# academic 
institutions

1.3 billion

0.3 billion

Population 
(2015)

31,493

77,000

# academic 
institutions 
per billion 

people



2.4x
more academic institutions 

than the United States

India has



India USA

# academic institutions # papers published

4,12,542

93,350
31,493

77,000

Number of papers published as noted by World Atlas, June 2017: https://goo.gl/qAUQcy

https://goo.gl/qAUQcy


Current Science vol. 111, no. 11, 10 December 2016

35% of publications in 
predatory journals is by Indians 



BMC Medicine (2015) 13:230 

27% of all predatory publishers 
are based right here in India 



32,672
articles every year in 

fake publications

India publishes roughly



India USA

# academic institutions # papers published

4,12,542

93,350
31,493

77,000

Number of papers published as noted by World Atlas, June 2017: https://goo.gl/qAUQcy

https://goo.gl/qAUQcy


India USA

# academic institutions # papers published

4,12,542

60,678 31,493
77,000

Corrected for about 32,672 possible articles published in predatory journals.
Number of papers published as noted by World Atlas, June 2017: https://goo.gl/qAUQcy

https://goo.gl/qAUQcy


UNESCO: https://goo.gl/ZoqbLh

Spending per 
researcher

https://goo.gl/ZoqbLh


R&D 
expenditure

UNESCO: https://goo.gl/ZoqbLh

https://goo.gl/ZoqbLh


Patent 
applications

UNESCO: https://goo.gl/ZoqbLh

https://goo.gl/ZoqbLh


Academic 
workforce

UNESCO: https://goo.gl/ZoqbLh

https://goo.gl/ZoqbLh


India underpreforms relative to 
its GDP and population. 
It’s scholarly impact 
remains … nearly 
30% below 
the world’s 
average.

UNESCO
UNESCO: https://goo.gl/ZoqbLh

https://goo.gl/ZoqbLh


There is 
lots of room 

for growth



The importance of 
grey literature
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Teachers were a 
source of information



Teachers are now a 
source of perspective



The new dynamic

Academics input Learners searchTechnology enables



Academics input

Learners cannot 
always hope to learn 

from research papers.



Academics’ input must largely be 
freely accessible and trustworthy 

content with data and perspectives.

Learners cannot 
always hope to learn 
from research papers.



Today’s content spectrum

Peer-reviewed, 
technical content

Open-source and 
collaborative content



Peer-reviewed, 
technical content
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collaborative content
Free to publish, easy to access

Susceptible to vandalism and misuse

Easily understood but not fully trusted

Often costs a pretty penny

Content can usually be trusted

Overly technical for the layperson



Peer-reviewed, 
technical content

Open-source and 
collaborative content
Free to publish, easy to access

Susceptible to vandalism and misuse

Easily understood but not fully trusted

Often costs a pretty penny

Content can usually be trusted

Overly technical for the layperson

Edited, open access 
academic content

Limited publishing, free to access

Well-edited, trustable content

Both technical and untechnical



Literature produced on all levels of 
government, academics, business 

and industry in print and electronic 
formats, but which is not controlled 

by commercial publishers.
The Fourth International Conference on Grey Literature 

Washington, DC, October 1999



Speeds up information exchange 
(no peer review process)

Allows for a mix of informed opinion and facts 
(you have your personal space)

Online publishing allows dialogue 
(books and journals are one-sided)



How can you 
contribute today?

V



Expand the classroom



The whole world is your classroom



The whole world is your classroom

Your writing is your presence everywhere.
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1 2 3
Social media Grey literature Department 

webpage

Stay reachable 

Participate in 
community discussions 

Share reading material 
and others’ articles

Create new content 

Contribute to future 
discussions 

Encourage students to 
write along with you

Entirely in your control 

Put up your lecture 
notes, slides etc. 

Create a Learning 
Management System



Remember:

It is not about what 
information you offer.



Remember:

It is not about what 
information you offer.
It is all about how you 
present that information.



Reading suggestions



Reading suggestions

Grey Literature: Its 
Emerging Importance 
Cleo Pappas and Irene Williams



In the print-only era, publishers provided the 
indispensable function of distribution. In an 
electronic age, this indispensability is no longer true.

Reading suggestions

Connections between 
open access publishing 
and access to grey 
literature 
Marcus Banks



Reading suggestions

Academic citation 
practices need to 
be modernised 
Patrick Dunleavy on Medium

goo.gl/tr1AaW



Questions? 
Discussions?


